The ring of arithmetic isolic integers A*(A) was introduced by Nerode in [5] where he showed that A*(A) is elementarily equivalent to a reduced power Q of the ring of integers and where he adapted the method of Feferman and Vaught [1] to A*(A). In [6] Nerode gave a procedure for finding isols and isolic integers which satisfy extensions to isols of recursively enumerable relations. The work which follows here both uses these results and, in some cases, strengthens them. We use the definitions and notation of [4] , [5] , and [6] .
It is possible that a nice structure theorem for A*(A) can be proved Nerode has asked whether A*(A) is isomorphic to Q, the reduced power of the integers just mentioned (see remarks following Corollary 5 below). E. Ellentuck has obtained such a result for the ring of Dedekind finite cardinals in the models of a particular extension of Zermelo Fraenkel set theory without the axiom of choice. However even if such a result is obtained for Λ*(A), since A(A) cannot be defined in A*(A) by an infinite number of arithmetic formulas, it will still not be possible to arithmetically define in this way the substructure corresponding to A(A).
1. We adopt the notation of [4] , [5] , and [6] . As in [5] and [7] , Q = Z ω /D 0 where Z is the ring of integers and D o the filter of cofinite subsets of ω. THEOREM We give only a sketch of the proof. In [2] it is shown that Q is α^-saturated. Prom this we get A e Q ω satisfying (i As a consequence of the results in § 3 of Nerode [5] we obtain almost at once the following result. Corresponding to any arithmetic formula φ there is another formula ψ which is a disjunction of conjunctions of equations and their negations, each such equation being of the form f Λ * u) = 0 with / an arithmetic function whose free variables are among those of φ, and such that for So the problem is now reduced to the following. Given a collection {/j* u) = 0} ί<ω U {9Λ* U ) =£ °}*<ω, variables among v = (VQJV^VZ, m •) , each / and g an arithmetic function, and the collection finitely satisfiable in A*(A): show that the whole collection is satisfiable in A*(A).
Suppose {φ % ) i<ω is a collection of arithmetic formulas in the variables v -(v
Let X ω E* be the subset of i?* ω consisting of the finitely nonzero sequences and let R\T l ) consist of those xe X w i7* such that f\x) = 0 (g\x) -0). We shall use Theorem 2.1 of Nerode [4] , in the arithmetic case. A first application of this theorem enables us to infer from the finite satisfiability of {/j* U) = 0} in A*(A) that the collection {R i }i<ω generates a proper filter F* in the lattice L* of finitary arithmetic relations (see [6] 
Thus X ω E* ^F u U^U^. Yet another application of Theorem 2.1 of [4] shows that the set {/j? u) = 0, .. .,f^A ) -0, g*, U) Φ 0} cannot be satisfied in A*(A), which contradicts the hypothesis. Thus X satisfies {/j* U) = 0} <<ω U {g\* U ) ^ °}i<o» a s required.
The next theorem is the analogue in A*(A) of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 4. Suppose {φ^i <ω is a collection of arithmetic formulas in the variables v -(v 0 , v l9 v 2 , •) and the collection is finitely satisfiable in Λ*(A). Then three exist
Proof. As in Lemma 3 we obtain X f e Λ*(A) ω and a collection
2 means replace t;< by Z i and % by Z/). Using the lattice L* of finitary arithmetic relations on {X ω E*f, let Rΐ and JB; denote respectively the arithmetic relations corresponding to f\v) = 0 and f\u) = 0. Proceeding in the usual way (see [6] ) we let F* be the filter generated by the jβ 's and Λ*'s and get (X, Y) 
and XlϊE*. So by Lemma 2 we can find X" e Λ*{A) ω such that (X", X") satisfies
a contradiction. Thus X; ^ Yi(T$F*), completing the theorem. COROLLARY 
No member of A*(A) -E* can be defined in Λ*(A) even by an infinite number of arithmetic formulas.
We conclude this section with another application of the methods a list of all the other positive primes. Consider {p< divides x} i<ω U {?< does not divide x} i<0) . This countable collection of arithmetic formulas is clearly finitely satisfiable in Q. Since Q is αvsaturated, the collection is simultaneously satisfiable in Q. But there are 2 K° such types realized in Q. So by a result of Ehrenfeucht, the theory of Q is not categorical in any infinite power.
In [7] it is shown that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, 
We shall prove shortly that A(A) cannot be defined in A*(A)
by an infinite number of formulas. In particular, one formula will not define A(A) within A*(A). The former result requires a strengthening of the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [6] . But the latter can be proved as a corollary of that theorem.
THEOREM 6. A(A) cannot be defined in A*(A) by means of one arithmetic formula (and hence by means of a finite number of such formulas).
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We can now find a finite set S, S S E*, cardinality of S ^ 2, such that for each j,l^j<Zm, there is an α y e S satisfying (*) in E*. Of course SeL* (see [6] , using only one coordinate). Let F* be the filter of L* generated by S. By Theorem 4.7 of [6] there is a 7ei*(i) such that F* -{# e L* | ΓeS^,}. Since S e F*, Γe S^U ) . For each i, 1 ^ i ^ n, we also have S S{xeE* \ f ι {x) = 0} = T\ So ΓeΓj* U) . Again by Theorem 2. 
Again by Theorem 2.1, A*(A) t= (X)(X$S* U) V gi> U) (X) = 0).
But ajeΛ^iA), a 3 -eS Λ * U) and ^'* (4) (α i ) Φ 0, a contradiction. Thus for all j, 1 ^ j ^ m, ^* (^) (Γ) ^ 0. Hence 4*(A) | = 9>(Γ). We claim Γg £7*. If Y=aeE* then, for C7 = {α}, ΓeU^, and hence ZJeF* and U 3 S which contradicts S having cardinality ^2. So ΓίE*. But FGSΛ* U) . NOW by Corollary 5.
of [4] (in the arithmetic case), YeΛ*(A) -(Λ(A) U -Λ(A)).
The next theorem is the major result of this paper. We use the definitions and notation of [6] but always in the arithmetic rather than the recursive case. Further, for simplicity we take L* to be the lattice of arithmetic subsets of £7* (since only one variable is needed) and L the lattice of arithmetic subsets of JS7 2 . Consequently we ignore the notion of " support". THEOREM 
The arithmetic isols Λ(A) cannot be defined in the arithmetic isolic integers Λ*(A) by an infinite number of arithmetic formulas.
Proof. We prove a slightly stronger result. Suppose {<£>;};< ω are arithmetic formulas of one free variable,
XeΛ(A) -E, and for each i, A*(A) h ψi(X). Then we will find Ye Λ*{A) -{Λ{A) \J -A{A)) such that for each i, Λ*(A) f = g>i{Y).
By the remark preceding Lemma 3 we get a collection
with the f j '& and g j 's arithmetic functions of one variable, such that X satisfies the collection and if any X τ e Λ*(A) satisfies the collection then for each i, A*(A) 1= ψi(X'). Let T j S E be the set of nonnegative integer solutions to f j (x) = 0. Since fί* U) (X) = 0 for all j, the intersection of any finite number of Γ^s is infinite (see [3] We now wish to prove a lemma corresponding to Lemma 3.2 of [6] but with a stronger conclusion. So we shall define inductively (two at a time) {of } ί<ω , x i e E\ Let P o , P lf P 2 , « be an enumeration of the one-one partial arithmetic functions of one variable. We shall also inductively define a set G £ E which will contain " integers to be avoided."
From the definition of F* it follows that for each m < ω,
contains an infinite subset of E. We assume that x°,x\ •• ,x 2ίl~1 have been defined, that G n~ι is the finite part of G defined so far, and that for any index s of the form
These choices are possible because these sets contain an infinite number of positive integers. Define Proof. First of all, if F* is generated by some singleton set {a} for αe£*, then by Theorem 4.7 of [6], a is the one and only member of Λ*(A) which realizes F*. Now assume F* cannot be generated by a singleton set. Again by Theorem 4.7 of [6], there is an XeA*(A) which realizes JP*. If Xe#* it would follow that ί 7 * is generated by {X}. So XeA*(A) -E*. If
XeΛ*(A)-(A(A) U -A(A)) ,
we would be done. If not, then using this X we can proceed as in the theorem to get YeΛ*(A) -(Λ(A) U -Λ(A)) realizing F*.
We remark that the corollary holds also in the recursive case.
3. In this section we prove the analogue for Λ*(A) of one of the major results of [7] . DEFINITION 
